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IMPROVE YOUR LIFE
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INTRO:

WHAT IS LIFE DESIGN?
Life design is the concept that YOU have the biggest say in what path your
life takes. You have the ability to make change and take the steps necessary
to accomplish the things you want to achieve in life. No one should feel like
their dreams and aspirations are impossible or out of reach. Now, will you
need help to reach that point? Often the answer is yes. The greats don’t get
to where they’re at today by existing and acting alone. By downloading this
ebook, you’ve taken that important first step towards designing your life.
Think about it: the world caters to people in the

Justifying

“mediocre” spectrum. Technological advances

continuing to live it out daily without making an

have made us more physically comfortable than

effort to change, avoiding personal responsibility

ever, and it’s so easy to simply remain within the

for your own improvement…well, we like to call this

boundaries of our comfort zone. We tell ourselves

“rationalized mediocrity.”

it’s okay, though. Most of the time, we even view
life as a series of compromises in which we’ll
easily and willingly “explain” our current position…
in other words, we can come up with an endless
amount of self-defeating excuses for why our
lives are the way they are, for why we aren’t trying
to reach the limits of what we’re capable of.

But it’s time to
make your move.
It’s time to be more.

your

less-than-ideal

disposition,

It’s time to stop
being “okay.”
And it’s time
to stop making
excuses.
Rationalized mediocrity is responsible for average

That doesn’t mean those wild dreams we had of

living. It makes you average, and it keeps you that

being a cowboy, of meeting a dinosaur—it simply

way. Because when you’re too afraid to be

means dreaming big, reaching for something that in

yourself—afraid to follow your dreams, afraid to

the moment seems almost impossible: the dream

explore, afraid to try, afraid to fail, afraid of listening

relationship we’ve secretly hoped for, the career we’ve

to your intuition, afraid of others’ opinions, and

always wanted, the personal fitness level we crave.

afraid of personal expression—you rob yourself of
any unique, self-defining traits, and you force

Somewhere along the way as we grow older, as we

yourself to live an “average” life, one so many others

adapt to the world, we stop reaching for those big

have experienced before. Rich or poor, that’s makes

dreams. We slowly (and even unconsciously) decide

you average. But don’t you want to be more? We

we’re fine with being “okay,” with living a seemingly

don’t suddenly wake up one morning and decide to

happy life right within our comfort zone. That we’re

stop dreaming like we did when we were children.

fine with being just like everyone else.

It’s time to make your move.

So you think you’re too old or too busy to escape mediocrity. Guess what?
You aren’t. It’s time to make your move. So you think you’re not smart
enough or wealthy enough to be more than average. Guess what? You
aren’t. It’s time to make your move.
If you only give yourself one gift in life, it should be

The decision to settle is particularly complex

this: reject average living, and reject “rationalized

because in some cases, “settling” is confused with

mediocrity.” Decide to be more, to do more with

“stability.” As humans, we do need predictability,

your life. Decide to create, to try, to fail, and to win.

and that means occasionally closing doors: when
you marry, you stop dating; when you find a job,
you stop searching. But when we lower our
standards and give up on finding our optimal
outcome, it can mean giving up on our own
happiness and personal satisfaction, all for the
sake of security.
There are many factors involved in settling, and
many reasons why someone might lower their
standards, but it’s important to be aware of the
most common ones—just in case you find yourself
falling into the trap of settling for comfort over
happiness.
These can be anything from thinking you’re losing
time so you settle, having low self-esteem,
feeling too comfortable in subpar conditions, fear
of change, or internal biases you may have.

It’s an ugly word, settling. We know we should
never settle, but we’ve all done it from time to
time, resigning ourselves to a lesser option instead
of reaching for what we truly want, whether that’s
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financially, romantically, emotionally, or vocationally.

https://www.hundredlifedesign.com/reject-avReject
Average Living and Stop Settling for Okay
erage-living-and-stop-settling-for-okay/

And often, we or the people we love settle without

https://www.hundredlifedesign.com/never-setNever
Settle for Less than Your Standards
tle-for-less-than-your-standards/

even realizing we’ve done so.

Ten Insights into Achievable Ways to Design Your Life
https://www.hundredlifedesign.com/shift/

WHY “DESIGN”
YOUR LIFE?
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ing-your-personal-growth/
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WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
FROM THIS THIS EBOOK
Workplace and life satisfaction.
Higher levels of goal attainment and follow through.
The feeling of being understood.
Increased levels of self awareness.
Larger, healthier social circles.
Increased self-confidence.
Increased mental flexibility and creativity .
Ability to deal with new or changing situations.
Confidence around sexual attraction.
Improved verbal and non-verbal communication.

DOES THIS
REALLY WORK?

Yes. It’s something we’ve had great
success with in our clients. The above
claims are also backed by peer reviewed,
scientific research and literature.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK:
So you’re feeling stagnant in life, and you think it’s finally time for something
new. Maybe you know something needs to change, but you’re not sure what.
Or maybe you’re looking for the motivation and strategy you need to reach
a goal that’s been sitting in the back of your mind for ages.

Because the thing is,
you want to get
somewhere. You want
to be something bigger.
That’s where we come in. This book is packed with
the six most important steps you can take to
change your life in a meaningful way. In the past,
we’ve written about the facts and research
behind these strategies on our website and blog,
and we’ve seen them in action. We know just how
powerful they are. And because we believe these
six steps can absolutely change your life if you let
them, we’re sharing them with you now—for free.
Instructions for use: Take the time to read through
this guide without distractions, letting yourself
concentrate fully. And as you read through the steps,
be honest with yourself. Challenge your perspective.
Ask others for feedback. Start working the strategies
into your life. Be disciplined in your application. And, if
you follow through, get ready to change your life.

EXPECTATION MANAGEMENT
Before we discuss how to make some serious changes, we need to discuss
expectation management. You can follow all the steps we give you in this
ebook, but if your expectations are not in check, you’ll be going about it all
wrong. And we don’t want to waste anyone’s time.

In addition, when we see a successful person, we
only see their success in the moment, and
understanding this is key in our world of social
media where people are usually putting forward
their best selves, and often only their best selves.
So we don’t see their grind to get there, which
could have been, and likely was, the result of
years of hard work and perseverance.
People who seem to have things come easy to
them only appear that way because you never
saw them put in the work. Be realistic about how
long a personal change might take for and do
Change doesn't happen overnight. Yet, to look at

not become discouraged by the “success” you

stories featured on TV and internet articles and

see on social media or the “amazing” lives other

social media, you wouldn’t think that was the

seem to be living.

case. We live in a society where quick, overnight
successes and unusual paths to success get top
billing, so much so they seem to be the norm. But
they’re not. There’s a reason these stories get
press...it’s all about the sensationalism factor and
the unusualness of the process that makes it seem
so amazing and so newsworthy/instagram-worthy/
Netflix special-worthy/etc.

That’s the first part of
expectation
management: give
yourself time

That’s the second part
of expectation
management: adapt to
changing expectations.

Don’t
Judge
Yourself
Harshly.

When our lives are ruled by

You have been realistic in setting up your goals

personal expectations, it can make

and your expectations for the timeframe of said

every day a struggle. We criticize

goals. But...life happens. And things come up and

ourselves harshly for failure and feel

throw a wrench in your plans. When things go

disappointment when we don’t live

wrong, or situations change, try your best not to

up to our dreams. Instead, think of

act emotionally. It’s easy to feel like a failure

yourself as an explorer going

when things shift, leaving you unable to reach

through life, rather than someone

your own goals — and we sometimes try to blindly

with a path dictated by

continue without reconsidering our expectations.

expectations. Whether you succeed

Instead, take a deep breath! It’s time to pause

or fail, your overall expectation

and consider your options, reframing that initial

should simply be to learn as you go.

expectation in the context of your new situation.

Finally, we need to discuss others’ expectations of you. We don’t exist in a vacuum.
Everyone from our parents to spouses to friends to teachers/professors have
played a part in shaping your expectations based on their expectations of you.
It also helps to predict others’ expectations. Everyone comes to a situation with
biases and preconceptions, which are at the root of all expectations. Knowing
where others stand in terms of their own personal issues and beliefs can help
you understand where their expectations come from.

Got that? Now let’s move on to our
Good! 6 steps to change.

STEP 1

KNOW WHEN IT’S TIME FOR
A CHANGE.
You have to start somewhere, and recognizing

Sometimes, it’s obvious when it’s time to move on.

that things should change is important.

For example, maybe you’re stuck in a toxic
workplace or relationship, or maybe it’s become

In fact, it’s the first step to making any change.

clear that there are better opportunities elsewhere.

Whether it’s in our work, home, or social circle,

But sometimes, we struggle with the decision, and

change can be an unpleasant fact of life. The

we have difficulty weighing multiple options. That’s

thing is, we humans are creatures of habit. We

when knowing when and how to change your life for

fear change, to the point where we put it off or

the

tell ourselves it’s not necessary. Or we go the

whether

opposite extreme, rushing to change things every

understanding when it’s time to make a change vs.

time things don’t go our way. So it’s important to

knowing when to stay the course is half the battle.

know WHEN change is truly needed. Feeling that
change is necessary is critical! That doesn’t mean
those wild dreams we had of being a cowboy, of
meeting a dinosaur—it simply means dreaming
big, reaching for something that in the moment
seems almost impossible: the dream relationship
we’ve secretly hoped for, the career we’ve always
wanted, the personal fitness level we crave.

So how do you know it’s
time for a change?

better
it’s

becomes
your

so

career

important—because
or

personal

life,

It’s that knowing that’s so tricky. Most of us would agree that you need to make a change when you
feel unhappy with your situation—but there’s a little more to it than that. While it’s certainly
important to look at your day-to-day life, you also need to analyze how you’re feeling on an
ongoing basis. Dropping your goal after a single setback, or even a few setbacks, might not truly be
in your best interests. After all, let’s be honest: even in the most fulfilling situations, there will
always be times when we don’t feel like heading to work, or when we argue with our spouse, or when
we doubt our commitment to healthier habits.

Take it from Steve Jobs, who once

Of

course,

that’s

easier

said

than

done

offered a classic piece of advice on

sometimes. If you’re still not sure how to start,

the topic: “I have looked in the mirror

we’ve got some tips on weighing your options by

every morning and asked myself: ‘If
today were the last day of my life,
would I want to do what I am about to
do today?’ And whenever the answer
has been ‘No’ for too many days in a
row, I know I need to change

considering both the negatives and positives:

Negative
Observations

something.” In other words, when you

If you’re experiencing any of the following sentiments

consider making that next change, it’s

about your life, especially on an ongoing basis, you’ll

crucial to factor in your long-term

want to take a hard look at your vision for your future

happiness, both past and future.

before deciding whether it’s time to make a change.

You no longer feel satisfied/fulfilled: From time to time, we’re all a little reluctant to head into our workplace, or we have doubts about the person we’re with. But that doesn’t mean you should constantly
dread dragging yourself out of bed each morning. For example, maybe you aren’t passionate about
your work, or maybe you feel like you don’t have a purpose to your day. Alternatively, maybe you’re
bored by the people around you, or you feel restricted from reaching the other goals you have in life.
You feel alone, or you aren’t getting the support you need: It’s easy to blame ourselves when things go wrong
in life. But sometimes, we’re simply in over our heads. If you’re drowning in responsibilities without getting the
support you need, you should take a hard look at your life. For example, you might find yourself with a partner
who doesn’t believe in two-way streets, or a supervisor who doesn’t support your personal development.
You’re no longer learning or growing: You love what you do each day—in theory. But as passionate as
you are about your purpose in life, you feel like you don’t have further opportunities to grow and
develop where you are. There’s no challenge. For example, maybe you’ve simply outgrown your friends,
your work environment, or your current goals.

Positive
Observations

that case, it’s time for a cost vs. benefits analysis of

If you’re having any of these observations about

certifications or organizing a neighborhood event.

your life, then good for you! Remember, these can

You sometimes find yourself thinking ahead, even

often exist side by side with negative feelings. In

beyond the task at hand, to plan future projects.

your life Your thoughts are often on your purpose:
Most of the time, you’re excited to think and plan
your next steps, whether that means studying for

You find yourself asking the “bigger picture”
questions to look for the satisfying answers you want.
You think of the future instead of the past: Sure,
we all tend to have our moments of nostalgia, but
instead of obsessing over past events—both good
and bad—you’re focused on where you’re headed
next. Whatever’s coming over the horizon excites
you, and you can’t wait to move toward it.
You’re happy and proud of others for their

FOR MORE INSIGHT:

success: The best marker that you’re truly happy
where you are, with no changes needed, is
that you’ve dialed back on comparing your
life

to

others.

You’re

proud

of

your

own

accomplishments, and where you’re headed,
which frees you up to be genuinely happy when

https://www.hundredlifedeHow to manage expectations in life
sign.com/how-to-manage-expectations-in-life/
https://www.hundredlifedesign.com/your-cirYour Circle of Friends Matters
cle-of-friends-matter/

others find their own versions of success.

https://www.hundredlifedeAre You in Control?
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Take a while to consider where you are in life—and

https://www.hundredlifedeStay the Course or Change Direction
sign.com/stay-the-course-or-change-directionhow-to-know-when-its-time-for-a-job-change/

whether your situation includes more negatives
than positives.

If you’re still energized by your relationships, your
work, and your purpose, then keep moving
forward! But if it becomes obvious that you’re
searching for a more positive outlook in your
current situation, then congratulations: you’ve
finally realized it’s time for a change. And you’re in
the right place to figure out how to do it! Hold on
tight, because our next few tips will help you make
some

important

decisions

about

your

new

direction, and how to take your first steps forward.

READ MORE

STEP 2

BREAKING UP
WITH YOUR PAST.
Remember how we said change can be difficult? Well, it’s true: old habits
die hard. It’s not easy to step out of our comfort zone, especially as we get
older. The familiar seems safe, but change is necessary!

IF YOU WANT SOMETHING YOU DON’T YET HAVE,
YOU MUST DO SOMETHING YOU HAVE NOT YET DONE.
This isn’t just a saying — it’s a clear, scientific fact.

captive. Instead, you’ll need to try something new

Of course, all of us want things we don’t yet

as a way to trigger mental stimulation and

have...but “doing something we’ve not yet done”

positive changes, regardless of where you are in

is the difficult part. It’s much easier, by contrast,

life. Let’s check out some of the ways research

to stick with things we’re comfortable with, or

has shown that stepping out of your comfort

familiar faces and experiences from the past.

zone is way more than just a saying.

But while new experiences can cause stress and
anxiety, they also have significant benefits in life,
even beyond getting you that elusive “something
you don’t yet have.” New experiences can
stimulate increased brain development, create
positive attitude changes, extend your comfort
zone, reduce mental deterioration as we age,
and more!
Truly breaking up with your past means letting go
of the same old routines that have held you

New experiences in life have so many mental health

brain plasticity on a structural level is evident in as

benefits. You see, your mind is a muscle...it needs to

little as five days. In the study, researchers found

be exercised. Providing your yourself with novel

that regular, novel stimulation caused noticeable

stimulation (aka: new life experiences) triggers

alterations in the grey matter of participants’ brains

structural brain changes, and can significantly

even in a short period of time.

reduce your risk of mental aging as you get older.
One study demonstrated that older adults who

This isn’t so hard to believe: your brain behaves like

keep their brains sharp through regular games and

a muscle in many ways. It can be trained to adapt

puzzles, hobbies, arts and crafts, and physical

and respond to different types of stimulation more

exercise find a decreased risk for some of the most

quickly, and certain skills and functions can be

common mental issues as we age, such as memory

improved through regular usage. In other words,

loss, decreased mental processing, and even the

repeated exposure to new experiences can literally

risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

change the structure of our minds.

Here’s the good news...it’s actually easy to change

Think about that for a second: when you reach for

your mind, in a certain sense. One experiment in

something new, even as you start taking your very

Cerebral Cortex found that changes in human

first few steps in the early days of your journey,
you’re already changing. You’re already adapting,
shifting into someone new.

Isn’t that worth
a little risk?
FOR MORE INSIGHT
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Of course, that doesn’t mean the first step will

but the next best thing is to research. Educate

be easy, and we’re all afraid of starting that

yourself on whatever skill or activity you’ve

journey. But once you set things in motion and

decided to try. You might even try creating a plan

leave your comfort zone, that initial discomfort

for how to act moving forward, such as a blueprint

often fades away, allowing your momentum to

for a difficult negotiation or conversation. The

build. It’s just a matter of wanting to change,

more you know about your goal, the less

and of finding the courage to take that step.

frightening it will feel to move closer to it.

As the saying goes, “Old habits die hard.” But

Start small...
REALLY small

here’s how you can kick them faster, and take
those first few steps out of your comfort zone:

Get some
perspective

If you want to run a marathon, you’re not going
to jump up and do it tomorrow. You’ll start by
working your way up to it, a few minutes per
training session. In the same way, find the

Comfort zones make us feel, well, comfy. But

smallest possible activity you can do for your

don’t forget that some of the best things in life

first step: practice a sales call on a friend, edit

will only ever happen in the space outside of your

your resume for the career change you have in

comfort zone. Want to get married one day? You

mind, schedule a class to teach you the ropes

have to put yourself out there to find a fulfilling

of salsa dancing. All these activities can help

relationship. Want that dream job? You have to

you work toward bigger goals that seem

work to build your skills before you reach it.

unthinkable in the present.

Inform yourself Don’t do it alone
Most of the time, we’re

When we think about leaving our comfort zone,

anxious because we

we imagine that we have to do it all alone,

have no idea what to

without the people who make us feel most

expect or how to act in

comfortable. However, this isn’t the case! Often,

a new or challenging

it’s a great idea to enlist the help of a loved one,

situation. And sure, the

friend, or colleague as you make your first baby

only way to know for

steps. With extra support by your side, you might

certain is to experience

find the confidence and energy you need to

that situation,

actually leave your comfort zone.

STEP 3

GET
UNCOMFORTABLE
Ok. You’re probably thinking to yourself at this point that this all sounds well
and good and motivating, but HOW do you actually take the steps to make
that change that you’ve determined is needed?

The answer:
get uncomfortable.

When we’re comfortable, we’re not often at
our most productive. And we’re certainly not
opening ourselves up for the possibility of new
life experiences. There’s no way to develop

Sometimes in life, we have to go through

and stretch ourselves further—or to reach our

discomfort to make a change. Breakups, asking

goals—if we stay where we are.

for a raise, moving, quitting your job for something
else...all of these are vital life experiences that help
you grow and move forward. But for the average
person, these kinds of things lie way outside their
established comfort zone.
As human beings, we’re wired to seek comfort to
help us feel calm and balanced. We want what’s
familiar, what’s known—because the unknown is a
scary place. That desire to stick to our comfort
zone is what helped us survive, once upon a time,
and even today it can seem pretty hard-wired
into our biology. But just because we’re more
comfortable stagnating in the same place and
acting out the same old habits doesn’t mean
that’s necessarily what is best for us.

Focus on what
you learn.

Stay
positive.

Ease away some of that discomfort by putting

You’re going to have bad days, and you’re

the focus on what you’re getting out of each

going to take a step backward sometimes.

moment. What are you learning about yourself,

However, that doesn’t mean you should throw in

or about the people you interact with? What

the towel, or even necessarily slow down. When

would you change about your strategy the next

an outcome shakes your confidence, make sure

time you step outside of your comfort zone?

to stay positive. Picture your final successful

What’s expected and unexpected?

outcome, that last finish line. Recognize that you
inevitably will have negative outcomes on your
way to that goal—but that doesn’t mean you
won't make it there.
As you take these steps, keep in mind that even
baby steps will take you further from your
comfort zone than you’ve been before. And
that’s something to be proud of! Discomfort is a
catalyst for progress, for growth, and for
excitement, if you handle things the right way.
So when you start to feel uncomfortable, just
keep moving.
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STEP 4

SET THE STANDARD.
BE CONSISTENT.
We’re going to take a step back now and talk now about consistency. Yep, consistency.
As unglamorous as it sounds, consistency in life is critical. Of course, that probably seems pretty hard to
believe in today’s world. Browse through Facebook, Instagram, your favorite business periodical, or
channels on TV, and it’s right in front of your face: the message that new and different is the way to go.
Everyone’s always ready to jump on the bandwagon of the latest “miracle” fad, and it’s all about the latest
trends and unique strategies. (Remember in the beginning of this ebook where we talked about unrealistic
expectations perpetuated by social media and popular media? The same concept applies here.)

But despite all the hype, we’re here today to tell
you that being consistent is far better, and it
achieves far better results. Consistency is often
overlooked and undervalued as a strategy in life,
but it’s gotten many people far—and it can help
you go the distance, too.
Before you get confused, let’s make sure we’re all
on the same page about what consistency
actually means. First and foremost, we’re not
talking about settling, or following old-fashioned

Let’s talk about
some practical
ways you can
implement
consistency
in your life.

practices that don’t make sense in today’s world.

Most importantly, you’ll want to come in with a

We’re also not talking about sticking to the same

plan. Over time, your consistent actions will

old routine mindlessly, without stopping to

resolve themselves into a habit, and you may not

analyze the results.

need to think about or tweak them at all on a
regular basis. But when you’re first starting out,

Consistency is about doing what works. It’s about

it’s essential to set your own expectations and

sticking to the tried-and-true. It’s about believing

organize your first steps.

in

the

process,

even

when

the

latest

up-and-coming guru tells you to try things in a new

Early on, consistency works best when you focus

and unbelievable way. Consistency is also about

on just a handful of things—or even just one

being regular and steady, day in and day out.

thing—at a time. This allows you to hone in on your
consistency without worrying about multi-tasking

Does that sound
sexy? No.
Is it fun all the
time? No.
But does it get
results? Absolutely.

and distractions.
Make conscious decisions about how and when
you’ll be working toward your goal, and make
sure that you work on it frequently enough to
develop a consistent habit.
One practical way of developing your consistency
early on is to make the new habits you’re creating
part of your identity. As Aristotle once said, “We
are what we repeatedly do.”

If your best practices involve making sales calls,

This successful consistency might look different

tell yourself “I’m a salesman, and salespeople

from person to person. Maybe you’re not as

make calls every day.” Or “I’m an athlete, and

satisfied with your nutritional habits as you

athletes train several times a week.” Tying your

thought you would be, because cooking full

new habits with your identity helps you stay

meals from scratch on a daily basis takes too

consistent, and commit more fully to your goal.

much time from your family. Maybe your client
intake strategies haven’t been as fruitful after

A final practical tip: don’t forget to check in with

switching to a new target customer, and it’s time

yourself from time to time. As we said earlier,

to adapt. Essentially if there are too many days in

consistency is about performing the same

a row when your consistent behavior makes you

actions repeatedly, but we’re only interested in

feel unproductive or unhappy, it might be time to

doing so as long as those activities truly work.

switch things up for your long-term success.

At the end of the day, consistency will never look sexy, exciting, or attention-grabbing. As
a society, we’re geared to value things that wow us...and that extends to tales of incredible
overnight successes and unusual background stories. But that doesn’t always mean the
latest trend is always for the best. Before you hop on a bandwagon based on the strategy
of some Silicon Valley startup, or a dieter who lost weight on a miracle pill, think about the
millions of other people and businesses who reached success simply by being consistent.

Consistency is your best
strategy for creating real,
lasting change. And
those changes are what
lead to your success.

FOR MORE INSIGHT
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STEP 5

GO YOUR OWN WAY
The thing about following the crowd is that crowds are pretty stupid.
And yes, we mean that literally —it’s been studied.
Research from Arizona State University and Uppsala University in Sweden found that
crowds are terrible at choosing between two options, even when one is clearly superior
than the other. And one study by French psychologists Serge Moscovici and Marisa
Zavalloni found that when groups of people reach a tentative consensus, their attitudes
intensify over time, eventually leading them to more extreme positions.

In other words? In certain
situations, crowds really
don’t make the best
decisions. But more than
that, crowd decisions
may not be best for you
Following the popular route, especially for
extended periods of time, can limit your
capabilities, holding you back from success. It can
make you settle for something that seems “good
enough.” You might start to accept yourself as
“normal,” as part of the majority—even if you end
up in a place you never really meant to be.

In essence, following the crowd means you sell

life. But that also makes it that much harder for

yourself short as an individual, failing to

you to step back and understand what success

recognize your personal potential and greatness.

ultimately means for you.

And ultimately, we tend to find much greater
success when we focus on our inner selves, rather

Instead, remember that “success” is a highly

than on superficial values set by the larger crowd.

personal concept, and each person has a different
view. Your version of happiness won’t be an exact

Here are a few reasons you might find yourself

match for anyone else’s, which is why it’s so crucial to

slipping into the habit of following the crowd:

take the time to determine your specific viewpoint.

You’ve adopted You have
everyone else’s concept Fear of Missing Out
of “success.” (FOMO).
Everyone else is doing The Thing—and that can
make us second-guess our own vision of success.
After all, there’s nothing scarier than putting
money into your own business when everyone
else is saving up for a house...do you really want
your major life decisions to be based on fear?
Instead, try putting things in perspective: you will
always be missing out on something. Period. It’s the
way life works. When we choose one path, we
leave another behind. Choosing the path everyone
else has taken only means that you’ll be leaving
your path, the one toward your goals, behind.
When everyone around you thinks that success
means a ritzy apartment and fancy car, it’s hard
not to buy into it. Especially if that’s an idea
perpetuated by friends and family for your entire

Striking out on your
own is hard.

It’s true: it’s much easier to simply do what

Instead, remember that there’s no challenge worth

everyone else is doing. Our world is designed

settling for a lifetime of boring, “meh” moments. When

that way, with the most popular solutions,

you take those first steps away from the crowd and

policies, and ideas catering to what the majority

meet resistance, it’s a sign that what you’re doing is

of people around us are doing. It’s much easier

worth having. It’s a sign that you’re finally outside

to follow the crowd, instead of having to work

of your comfort zone. It’s a sign that you’re

toward a completely different vision of success.

growing—and that your goals are within reach.

So, it’s time to check in, and be honest: Do you follow the crowd?
Do you stick to the easy path?
It’s a tough question to answer, especially because it’s not something we like to admit,
even to ourselves. We’re all affected by our desire to fit in, and it can take a lot of courage
to reject those conformist tendencies.

FOR MORE INSIGHT
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But living life on your own
terms, and according to
your own vision, is its own
reward. So chase your
own success, and it
might just empower you
to go further than you
ever believed possible.

STEP 6

BEYOND YOURSELF
Alright. We’re going to get philosophical here for a moment.
We’re talking about getting involved in

the end of their first year of volunteering. A 2008

your greater community or in the world

study found that participants also self-reported

at large...leaving a legacy of

higher happiness levels after volunteering.

sorts...whatever that means to you.
Maybe it’s mentoring a young student,

Moving beyond your health, giving back is also a

or maybe it’s pro bono writing or ad

tried and true way of gathering extra benefits

work for a nonprofit online. For the

that will help you in your long-term career.

person or people you work with,

Volunteering has a way of exposing us to new

volunteering your time and expertise

skills, ideas, and processes. Through volunteering

offers tangible, instant benefits. Taking

and philanthropy, you’ll come into contact with

the time to help others can literally

people outside of your usual circles, which can

change their current situation and, over

expand your horizons, offering new perspectives

time, even their outlook on life.

on things you once thought you understood.

But moving beyond
yourself to give to the
greater good can
actually help
you as well.
First off, giving back is good for you in terms
of health. Studies show that volunteering, for
example, can decrease stress levels, and one
study even found that 63% of volunteers
reported fewer symptoms of depression at

But perhaps best of all, giving back is a great way

something greater than just us. Having a purpose

to create a stronger sense of purpose. Purpose is a

also allows us to find greater meaning in our actions

surprisingly critical component of a fulfilled life, and

and life, and to become more settled in who we are.

it can help you hone in on your values, strengths,
and core identity. In addition, people who feel

Giving back is the final step in our guidelines because

needed and driven, who have a true sense of

it links you to your community at large, creating

purpose, find a lot of perks in life: they tend to get

opportunities for you to continue to teach, learn, and

better sleep, have greater cognitive function, and

develop as you work toward your goals. It’s all about

even enjoy longer lifespans than those who don’t.

continued growth, and regularly taking the time to

Maybe it’s because having a purpose takes the

give back ensures that you’re constantly feeling

focus off ourselves, allowing us to become part of

happier, more driven, and ready to move forward.

STAY ON TRACK
When times get tough, as they inevitably will, here’s what to do to stay the
course! Remember in the beginning of this book when we talked about
expectation management? Well, big change doesn’t happen overnight. So
how do you stay the course when you’re not seeing immediate gains?
One way is to focus on your mini-wins.

Ever noticed how easy it is to start feeling down

associated with positive self-ratings of the

about yourself? After a piece of constructive

participant’s daily emotions and motivations.

criticism, a small misstep, or a perceived lack of

Plus, even ordinary, steady progress increased

progress,

engagement and workplace happiness.

restless.

we

suddenly

With

bigger

become
goals

guilty

and

and

projects,

especially, it’s easy to be fixated on the end
result, imagining how great that final success will
feel while overlooking all the positivity around us.
But it’s important for us to recognize that even
small “mini-wins” can considerably boost our
motivation and perspectives.
Ultimately, mini-wins matter a lot, because
focusing on outcomes without celebrating minor
milestones can affect our mental health and
decrease motivation, making it harder to seize
the long-term success we’re working for.

It’s high time we all learned
to stop and smell the roses,
celebrate the small things,
and bask in all the
goodness and positivity
these mini-wins can bring.

In other words? Simply
recording your progress, no
matter how small, can
enhance your
self-confidence and boost
your motivation, paving the
way toward your next
mini-win—and your ultimate
long-term success.
If you’re a regular to-do lister, you’ve probably
noticed that your mood gets a significant boost
when you’re crossing off items one by one
throughout the day. That’s because accomplishing
a task, even a minor one, causes an instant
reaction in our brains.
More specifically, the reward center in our brain is
triggered by dopamine, which is connected to

One study by Harvard Business Review found

feelings of pleasure and motivation. Dopamine is

that simply recognizing small wins is enough to

what trains us to stick to habits, to do better and

boost an individual’s motivation. Researchers

to do more, all to repeat the actions that led to

analyzed nearly 12,000 diary entries from 26

those initial feelings of pleasure. Essentially,

project teams across multiple companies—238

mini-wins

people in all. And the results showed that

accomplish bigger and better things down the

detailing minor progress in a diary entry was

line in a happy, hormone-induced chain reaction.

can

energize

us,

fueling

us

to

Think small to start celebrating your
mini-wins. Basking in minor milestones
isn’t hard to do. All you need is a few
simple tricks, like the ones below, to
get started on the right foot.

Write it down. Just like in the study
above, write about your progress as it
happens. There’s a reason gratitude
journals and “what went well” lists work:
they keep you mindful about the positive
things in your life.

Be positive. You don’t need to save
your celebrations just for the big things! If
you’ve secured a little win, you’re closer
to your goal—so, some unashamed
dancing, happy hour cheers, or light
bragging may be in order!

Do small tasks right away. All that
dopamine in your brain is waiting for you
to do something, and even a small task
like making your bed or answering that
email can be enough to boost your
momentum for larger challenges later on.
From now on, make it a point to collect and
celebrate your mini-wins. After all, each minor
milestone may seem small on its own, but stacking
those tiny tasks over time will help you reach the
larger goals you’ve set out for yourself. But what
about when those small wins are few and far
between, or you hit a low? Let’s just say it: slumps
happen. Sometimes, it’s the winter darkness, a
grueling job, family drama, a feeling of failure...we
could go on and on.
We need motivation—it’s what incites us to act, to
change, and to grow. It makes us feel important
and worthy, and it helps us move forward, so it’s
crucial to our sense of purpose and happiness. But
waiting for that motivation to strike? Well, let’s just
say you might be waiting for a long time if you sit
around waiting for inspiration to come to you. Even
the most successful, achievement-minded people
feel a sense of demotivativation at times. But the
difference is that those high-performing people
have strategies to help them move past their slump.

WHY DO WE GET THIS
FEELING OF DEMOTIVATION?
most important thing to do is to be aware of why you

SO HOW DO YOU CULTIVATE
YOUR OWN MOTIVATION?

feel demotivated, and then to acknowledge the

Shaking yourself off and getting out of a slump

slump or obstacle before you start to move forward.

doesn’t necessarily need to be a weighty undertaking.

Here are some of the most common reasons we feel

In fact, you might just find that a few simple steps,

a lack of personal motivation:

especially ones that help you start reframing the way

Demotivation strikes for a wide range of reasons. The

you approach your life and goals, may earn you that

You’re afraid
You’re worried about the risks involved in your own

“Eureka!” moment of inspiration.ation.

goals, you don’t know how the future will play out, and

Set one clear goal

you aren’t yet sure you want to move forward—so

Sometimes you’re demotivated because there’s

you’re being a little extra hesitant and careful.

simply too much going on, and you can’t focus
completely. Set one clear goal instead of splitting your

You’ve set the wrong goals
You’ve set goals you don’t really care about, goals
that are more focused on what others think of you or
want for you than what you want for yourself.

attention (and motivation) between a list of goals.

Find your inspiration
This looks different for everyone: maybe you need to
take a walk, maybe you need to do research, maybe

You’re not sure what you want
The future feels hazy or unclear, and so you don’t know
how to step forward—or even where you’re going.

you need to sit down for coffee with a friend. It sounds
obvious, but sometimes reading up on your goal,
thinking about it, and talking about it with others can
help energize and excite you, allowing you to focus on

The challenge is wrong
Either the goals you’ve set are too small, and you’re
more bored than inspired—or you’ve set a goal that’s
too large, one you can’t actually imagine accomplishing.

You’re emotional

the outcome you’re seeking.

Think about the end goal,
not the difficulty
Every goal is difficult to reach, and just thinking about
working toward that end result can feel really draining.

After a trauma or loss, when we feel alone, or when

But consider the advantages and highlights of what

we’re totally burned out, it’s hard to find the mental

you’re doing—What will you get out of it? Where will it

space to move on. Sometimes when we’re stuck in a

take you in the end?

dark place, we just need time to recalibrate our
thoughts before stepping back toward motiv

READ MORE

Choose the right goals Plot your way forward
Your goals need to interest you, and they also need to

Break your goals into smaller, bite-sized pieces,

provide the right challenge. Make sure you’re not

use visual representations and charts, create

setting a goal so small you’ll grow bored, or something

lists—whatever you need to make your goals feel

so large you can’t imagine reaching it.

manageable.

No matter how unmotivated you feel, it’s not hopeless. Taking baby steps can get
you started on the path to real change, helping you get (and stay) motivated
through the ups and downs of your goals.
FOR MORE INSIGHT
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ACCELERATE YOUR RESULTS
WITH A COACH
So what happens next? Moving forward, you’ll take each strategy we’ve covered
and put them into practice. You’ll work from a personalized plan that helps you apply
each strategy to your unique situation, creating lasting and meaningful change.
And there are two options for getting started.

how to apply each strategy to your situation, this
might be the route for you. But think about it: it’s

First, you can do it on your own—the messy,

hard being objective on what needs to change in

confusing, and time-consuming way. If you’ve got

your own life, and it’s even harder starting your

a lot of time to spare, and if you feel comfortable

journey without the guidance of a strategist who

putting in some hefty extra research to decide

can help prepare the way.

Second, you can do it with help—the guided and

Of course, we understand that taking the step to

simplified way. Our coaches have a wealth of

hire a life coach is a big one, and some people are

experience helping others reach their personal,

hesitant to take it. But we find that clients who

professional, physical, social, and spiritual goals

work with our coaches find their success sooner

faster. We thrive on seeing our clients grow and hit

and more confidently than those who don’t. Here

their goals, just by working off of the personalized,

are a few benefits you’ll see once you partner with

streamlined plans created with their coachs’ help.

a life coach:

Unbiased Mentorship Experienced Pros
Sure, your friends and family are a great sounding

When you partner with one of our coachs, you’re

board for your ideas and questions...but they’re

leveraging the experience of someone who’s done

also inherently biased.

it before. Our life coaches are all experts in their
field, with proven track records of success.

For example, when your dad discourages you from
taking that backpacking trip across Europe, it’s not

In the past, people often learned new skills through

because it’s the wrong step for your personal

apprenticeships,

growth. It’s because our parents are often too

guidance, personalized feedback, and access to

emotionally invested in our safety and stability.

expert knowledge. Similarly, working directly with a

When your friend pushes you to quit a grueling job

coach who’s done “it” before can help amplify and

when you have nothing else lined up, it’s not

propel your own success story. And that’s true

necessarily because that’s the best way to reach

whether “it” is “built a successful business,” “turned

your goal. Instead, they’re basing their advice on

their health around with diet and fitness,” or

what they know of you, and how often you

“created a stronger partnership after relationship

complain about work (without knowing anything

struggles.”

about your financial situation).

experience and “been there” insights is absolutely

Access

benefiting

to

this

from

kind

consistent

of

personal

invaluable when it comes to achieving your goals.
On the other hand, a coach has no preconceived
notions about your life, and no biases concerning
what you “can” and “can’t” do. They’re trained to
ask the right questions and provide impartial

Personalized Feedback
and Strategies

guidance, empowering you to choose your own
best path forward in life.

As we mentioned above, we’ve packed a ton of
advice and information into this ebook. And while,
READ MORE

generally speaking, these strategies are great for
virtually everyone, there are countless nuances to

each person’s situation, and countless ways to
apply each strategy. What works for one person

Motivation and Coaching

won’t necessarily work for another, which makes

There will come a time when you’ll want to give up

it hard when you’re setting off on this journey by

or settle for what you’ve done so far. It’s just a fact,

yourself.each person’s situation, and countless

and these moments will happen whether you’re

ways to apply each strategy. What works for one

setting off on your own or you’re working with our

person won’t necessarily work for another, which

coachs. From time to time, you’ll find yourself

makes it hard when you’re setting off on this

discouraged enough to consider throwing in the

journey by yourself.

towel, thinking “maybe I can’t do this after all.”

That’s where our coaches come in. The very first thing

Those are the moments when our life coaches push

our life coaches do is work to understand your

you to go even harder—harder than you might

situation in full, asking questions to pull out every

have thought possible. With an understanding of

relevant detail that will factor into your final goal.

who you are and what you can do, our life coaches

From there, a life coach can work with you to come up

have the power to change “maybe it’s impossible”

with an effective plan to get you from point A to point

to “I know I can do this.” (There’s a reason we call

B—without the endless confusion and runaround.

them life coaches, after all.)

INVEST IN YOURSELF
Ever heard the expression, “You have to spend money to make money?” Well,
this common investing maxim is definitely true when it comes to coaching as
well. But we get it: you want to know what your returns will be if you choose to
partner with one of our coaches.

The reality is that you can change
the course of your life in as quickly
as one hour and for as little as

$60

Sometimes, all it takes is the right person to set you

Taking a leap of faith to work with one of our

on the right track. And it happens in far less time

coaches might just be the best investment you ever

than you think.

make in yourself, your life, and your future.

What’s the return on investment rate when it comes
to hiring a life coach? Experts say you can expect a
return of investment (ROI) of 230%. That is, for every
100 dollars you spend on coaching, you get back
the equivalent of about $230. Whether your

After all...how much is
your success and
happiness worth to you?

seeking out a business coach, a health coach, a
relationship coach, or a fitness coach, the value
you get from hiring one of our coaches more than
doubles. 86% of people who use a coach report
recovering back their expenses—and then some.
And that’s on top of the clarity you’ll get from
personalized advice, plus the renewed passion
you’ll feel once you’re finally able to push toward
your goal with concrete next steps in mind.

Book time with an HLD coach and use
this Promo Code to get started!
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